
Specifically formulated for
Cold Water Equipment &  ‘Hard Water’ Areas

POWER HOUSE was developed for cold water washing where hard
water is present.  This product contains an over abundance of water
softening chelating agents which makes it well suited for hard water
areas throughout the country.  

Typically hot water is the preferred method of applying and rinsing
cleaning chemicals from the surface.  However, you will find POWER
HOUSE to work equally as well in a cold water environment.  This is
especially important in States like Florida, Georgia & Texas where it is
not uncommon to see surface temperatures in the 130 degree range.
Since heat generates alkalinity you can see how dangerous it can be
when detergent is applied to the surface using a hot water pressure
washer.  Quite often this method results in alkaline shock where the
water from the detergent evaporates and damages the surface before
the operator has time to rinse.  More often than not this damage is
irreversible.  Use Power house to avoid this danger.

The dispersant utilized in POWER HOUSE allows for a high
concentration of specific builders and surfactants which will completely
emulsify carbonaceous as well as general ‘fall-out’ pollutants commonly
found in areas that see a lot of motor vehicle traffic.  POWER HOUSE
contains a high volume of our SuperFlo Polymer which accounts for it’s
surface gloss.

Although POWER HOUSE is considered a Super Concentrate you will
find that it will provide a great wash/rinse cycle while remaining gentle
on the surface.  

POWER HOUSE is a unique blend of specialty surfactants and alkalis
specifically formulated for the Professional Exterior House Washing
Industry. It acts by first wetting and chelating pollutants and then
holding them in suspension until the surface is thoroughly rinsed.
POWER HOUSE is less aggressive on surface and vegetation than typical
cleaners used in this field but will achieve superior cleaning results.

Gloss Enhancing House Wash for Cold Water

POWER HOUSE
Specifically formulated for

Truck & Bus Washing Industry
Non-Caustic Degreaser

with Gloss Enhancers for Dull Surfaces
Viper is a specialty product specifically formulated for the Truck

Washing & Bus Washing Industry where exhaust fumes have become
attached to the stack side of the trailer body & rear engine areas of City
Buses. Coupled with carbon release activating solvents and rinse aids,
Viper also finds itself being utilized in other areas where the heavy build-
up of grease & oil is present. Garage Floors, Vehicle Maintenance Shops,
and Service Stations are just a few of the many areas where Viper is
utilized.

Viper is preferred by many professionals who have scheduled
cleaning of commercial vehicles with a frequency of weekly or every
other week service.    It is a quick cleaner and a fast rinser.  Areas where
this product is being utilized is on Hertz, UPS, Ryder and many other
Nationally known vehicle accounts.

Viper exhibits excellent wetting, chelating, rinsing and emulsifying
properties. It has the ability to hold pollutants in suspension during the
wash process and it’s rinsability makes it an ideal product when using
either cold or hot water equipment.

Viper's horsepower is derived from a group of Specialty Gloss
Enhancers, Spot Free Rinse Aids, and a unique blend of surfactants
which are not commonly found in the detergent industry.

Viper comes packaged in a two-part system. One part is
approximately forty (40) pounds of Base Product. The second part is one
gallon of Carbon Release Activator. The two combined will make 55
gallons of a super concentrate.

Hi-Solvent Truck Wash / Degreaser

VIPER

THE INDUSTRY’S MOST POWERFUL 

D E G R E A S I N G  F O R M U L A

If you find yourself in a real ‘bind’ over removing oils and grease you will be amazed at what z’Greaser will ‘cut.’

z'Greaser is the most powerful non-caustic formula in the degreasing chemical industry.  Over 40 pounds of powder plus liquid activators are
blended together to make 55 Gallons of liquid concentrate.  

In general, z'Greaser was formulated to disrupt the surface membrane of grease in order to first free and then solubilize membrane-bound
pollutants while, at the same time, holding those pollutants in solution and not allowing them to redeposit themselves  elsewhere on the surface
prior to rinsing.

Because of its wide range of a unique Zoloid Surfactant which is produced by EnviroSpec,  z'Greaser can be utilized in a wide variety of cleaning
applications.  We have tested this product extensively in the truck washing industry and found that at a final product to surface dilution level of
225 parts water to 1 part product, z'Greaser produced the best results in 98% of our test models.  In the heavy equipment degreasing industry 90
parts water to 1 part z'Greaser proved to be the best dilution rate.

Although expensive on a per unit basis, when you consider  the unlimited cleaning projects that can be
performed by z'Greaser at these phenomenal dilution rates you can readily see that this is really one of the most
cost effective products on the market.  It is not uncommon to have 1 drum of z’Greaser Concentrate to equal 5
drums of what is presently being sold to the Professional Mobile Wash Industry by other manufacturers.

Experience the Power of Zoloid Cross-Linked Surfactants

Z’G R E A S E R

Every penny of profit from our chemicals...

55 GALLONS

$119.95

5 GAL #VIP5 $30.00

20 GAL #VIP20 $60.00

55 GAL #VIP55 $119.95

55 GALLONS

$119.95

5 GAL #PH5 $30.00

20 GAL #PH20 $60.00

55 GAL #PH55 $119.95

55 GALLONS

$179.95

5 GAL #ZG5 $30.00

20 GAL #ZG20 $90.00

55 GAL #ZG55 $179.95

Buy any combination of 10 each 55 Gallon Drum Kits and take another 10% OFF


